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While the lack of any significant (>>I% of the lunar mass) 
Fe or FeS lunar core (1,2,3) and the general similarities bet- 
ween the bulk composition and density of the moon and the ter- 
restrial mantle (4,5,6,7) have always been strong points in 
support of the fission origin of the moon, the depletion of 
lunar volatile elements (e.g. Na, K, Pb, Rb, ~ i )  and compounds 
(e.g. H 0) with respect to terrestrial materials has been regar- 
ded by &any researchers as a fundamental difficulty with this 
mode of origin ( 8 , 9 ) .  However, it wzs pointed out by Binder (4) 
in his initial discussions of the petrological and selenocheni- 
cal properties of a moon of fission origin that fission must 
have occured from an essentially totally molten proto-earth. 
Hence the moon was also initially completely molten and most 
probably had super-liquidus temperatures for some time after 
fission. During this time the hot, newly formed moon would have 
lost some or most of its volatile components. The mechanism for 
this proposed devolatilization of the moon has been studied in 
more detail (10) and it can explain not only the loss of the 
volatile elements, but also the apparent differences in the 
olivine to pyroxene and iron to magnesium ratios between the 
moon and the earth's mantle (3,5). 

As discussed by Ringwood (11) and others, the graviational 
energy released during the accretion of the earth was most prob- 
ably sugficient to raise at least the outer parts of the earth 
to 2000 C or higher. Ringwood further points out that the po- 
tential energy released during core formation is ssfficient to 
raise the temperature of the earth by another 2000 C. As a re- 
sult, it seems rather certain that the proto-~arth hadotempera- 
tures in its outer parts in the range of 2000 to 4000 C. It 
then follows that the initial temperature of a fissioned moon 
must also lie in this range. 

At temperatures near or above 2 0 0 0 ~ ~  most materials are 
(at low pressures) in a vapor state. Therefore, both the moon 
and earth would have had primitive atmospheres of evaporated 
elements and compounds similar to the type Ringwood envisions 
for the earth as the basis of his precipitation hypothesis (11). 
It is, of course, obvious that the more volatile elements and 
compounds would be enriched in these hot primitive atmospheres 
and if an effective loss mechanism were acting on the lunar at- 
mosphere (but not on the earth's) the moon would have been able 
to lose a large part of its volatile elements. The existence of 
such a loss mechanism can be readily found in the model for mass 
exchange between contact binary stars (e.g. 12). 

Briefly, mass exchange between binary stars separated by 
only a few radii is as follows. As one of the pair begins to 
form an extended atmosphere late in its life time, the atmos- 
phere becomes large enough to fill the Roche lobe of that star. 
At that point, matter passes freely through the lagrange (L1) 
point connecting the Roche lobes of the star and is largly cap- 
tured by the second star. The same process must have acted in 
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the early earth-moon system. 
A first order model of the conditions in the earth-moon 

system just after fission can be obtained as follows. First, 
fission of the proto-earth, which had a Poincare figure (13), 
resulted in an original lunar orbit at three earth radii 
(.v19,000 km) from the earth's center (just outside the Roche 
limit at 2.7 earth radii) (13). Using the solution to the re- 
stricted three body problem (14) and treating the earth and moon 
as point masses, L was about 3000 and 16,000 km from the center 
of the moon and eakh, respectively. The rotation rate of the 
earth after fission was only slightly less than that the proto- 
earth had before fission ( ~ 2 . 6  hr) (13). Therefore, the figure 
of the earth was a triaxial Jacobian ellipsoid with a polar 
radius of 4200 km, with equatorial radii of 5200 km and 
12,000 km (13) afd the apparent apceleration of gravity was 
about 300 cm/sec and 1200 cm/sec at the ends of the long and 
short equatorial axes of the earth, respectively. The moon's fi- 
gure (for an orbital period of 7.3 hr (4) and neglecting tidal 
effects), would have been a MacLaurin oblate sphere with an 
equatorial radiu2 of 1800 km and g at the lunar equator was 
about 150 cm/sec . Based on these lunar and terrestrial radii, 
the L, point was only 1200 km from the surface of the moon, 
while the distance from the surface of the earth to L, varied 
from 4000 km to 11,000 km as the earth rotated. 

As a first order approximation, it is assumed that the pri- 
mitive atmospheres of the earth and moon were isothermal. Using 
the bulk composition for the moon as given in (4) and the fact 
that the major silicate forming oxides are dissociated ingo SiO, 
0,, Mg, Fe, A120 and Ca at temperatures greater than 2000 C, one 
c8n derive the scale heights (H) of the primitive atmospheres of 
the earth and moon for the range of temperatures given above 
(see Table I). 

Considering the case with T = ~ O O O ~ C ,  the distance from the 
lunar surface to L would have been only abou3 3H. Thus, the 
density and pressuse at L1 would have been e or 5% of that at 
the surface. However, for such small distances (in terms of H) 
between the surface (where g=150 cm/sec) and L (where g=O), the 
approximation used is very poor since the local scale height 
goes to infinity in the vicinity of L . Thus the calculated 
450 km scale height leads to an underestimation of the actual 
pressure and density at L,.  It is more likely that the distance 
between the lunar surface and L was equivalent to only about 
1 llisothermalll scale height, i. 2. the pressure and density were 
reduced only to values of about 30% of those at the lunar sur- 
face. In any case it is clear that a hot, primitive lunar at- 
mos~here would have filled the lunar Roche lobe. would have 
*oubed through L , and, for the most part, would have been cap- 
tured bv the ~argh. 

~ h &  reverse is not the case. Even in the most favourable 
configuration, i.e. when the long axis of ths triaxial earth 
was pointed towards the moon, the distance between L1 and the 
surface was 4000 km or 18 H (H=225 km). Thus, the Eygssure 
density of the earth's atmosphere at L was only e or loGfi of 
that at the surface. Thus, unlike the lunar case, the primitive 
terrestrial atmosphere was confined to the near surface of the 
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earth as compared to the L1 distance. It is clear that the 
earth's primitive atmosphere was not sufficiently expanded to 
have allowed terrestrial matter to pass into the lunar Roche 
lobe; the loss process worked only for the moon. 

Extrapolation of the partial pressure vs tgmperaturg curves 
given for SiO and Mg (11) indicate that at 2000 to 3000 C the 
atmospheric pressure at the 2urface40f the earth and moon would 
have been on the grder of 10 to 10 atmospheres. Further, in 
co~lin~~from 3000 C to solidus temperatures, the moon lost about 
1.5~10 grgs/gm of energy. Since the heat of vaporization is a 
few x 10 ergs/gm (15), then, even if only 10% of the available 
energy went into heat of vaporization, a large fraction of the 
original mass of the moon would have been evaporated into the 
atmosphere. Thus, if the pressure and density of the lunar at- 
mosphere at L1 were about 30% of those at the surface, large 
quantities of the evaporated material, enriched in lunar vola- 
tiles, would have poured through L as long as the moon was hot. 
Also, since a large fraction of thL mass evaporated from the 
original moon, then, due to the relative high volatility of Mg 
and SiO as compared to Fe, A1 0 and Ca, the ratio of Fe to Mg 
and olivine to pyroxene in thg moon should be higher for the 
moon than for the earth, as is indicated by other lines of evi- 
dence ( 3 , 5 ) .  

Table 1 
Isothermal scale height, H 
Temp. H (km) at H (km) at end H (km) at end of 
0 PI lunar of earth's a earth's b axis 

Inc. . 
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